
Upcoming Dates To Remember (remainder of the season) 

March 12th - HIP HOP BEGINS for K-4th grade (more info to follow -- but please let me know if 

you're dancer is interested!) 

March 24th - Decorah Dance Competition ( 2nd thru 6th grade & lyrical) **competition fees are 

posted in your account and need to be paid asap -- thank you -- Luther College Field House 

Mini Kix performs @ 8:40am -- arrive at 7am  

Wee Kix performs @ 2:10pm -- arrive at 12:30pm 

Mini Lyrical performs @ 2:35pm -- arrive @ 1:00pm 

Middle Kix performs @ 7:36pm -- arrive by 5pm 

April 2nd -- No Tiny Kix due to Spring Break 

April 9th -- Tiny Kix will be doing a COMBINED CLASS -- so BOTH MONDAY NIGHT CLASSES 

WILL COMBINE into 1 class from 5-5:30 (this is so that all of the Tiny dancers that wish to 

attend the Mother /Daughter Tea, put on ECFE, will be able to attend without missing a dance 

class :) 

 

APRIL 16TH -- MOTHER DAUGHTER DANCE IS BAAAAACKK --- this was such fun last year 

and very sweet --- this will consist of 4 - 30 minutes classes monday night from 6-630 and will 

perform at the Spring Show** we need more moms/daughters to signup so we can have this 

class -- please let me know if you’re interested 

May 12th - SPRING SHOW @ Fillmore Central Elementary 

May 19th - Trout Days Performance @ Noon all classes 

 

This Week In Dance 



Tiny Kix -- We have had a great few weks using an obstace course to help learn 

positions, balance & skills such as passe, tendu & releve 

Wee Petite (Kindergarten & 1st grade) - last week we had a fun mini competition 

to check choreography memorization- everyone had a good time with this and I 

think we will try it again 

Wee Kix (2nd & 3rd grade) --we made a few changes to Best Day of My Life for 

competition -- there is an attache video -- work at home is to practice kicks -- 

keeping feet pointed and legs straight, and not bending at the waist  

Mini Kix (4th & 5th grade)  ---we made some amazing changes for our 

competitions piece and I am glad we have been able to practice in the gym the 

last few weeks- video attached 

Middle Kix (6th & 7th grade)  ---we were down 2 dancers this week due to illness 

and vacation but the girls had a chance to get individualized attention in 

improving double turns, toe touches and kicks -- doubel turns really really need 

to be practiced at home as much as possible -- and with the music -- video 

attached  

Lyrical - we are all done with this routine, just tweaking a few things,, adding a 

couple of solo/duet pieces in it to emphasize the girls’ talent -- truly beautiful and 

cant wait for you to see 


